Further things to do:
•
•
•
•

•

Create stories to help children remember lists and new
vocabulary etc. by using them within the plot.
Songs and rhyming poems can help reinforce information
and make them more memorable and fun.
Use writing frames to provide structure and guide child
through expectations for any particular genre.
Use short movement breaks to demark steps in task and
‘clear’ working memory before next explanation or
instruction.
Tell children the number of things that they need to
remember. For example: ‘You have 3 things to remember...’
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1

Keep explanations & instructions short & simple.
Avoid giving too many things to remember at once. As
the amount of information given increases the more
likely it will be that increasing amounts are forgotten.

2

Summarise key points. Help children with weak
working memory focus on the important bits of
information to remember.

3

Give instructions one at a time. Get children to
complete each step before the next instruction is given.
This allows them to focus on completing the task without
anxiety over remembering instructions.

4

Use task boards. These are a visual reminder of each
step required in completing a task. Use these to write
down instructions step by step. Focus on the novel parts
of the task rather than things that are routine.

5

Avoid interrupting children when they are doing
tasks. Any form of distraction can result in working
memory loss. Avoid stopping children part way through
a task as they may lose what they were thinking about.

6

Repeat new vocabulary frequently. Trying to make
sense of new vocabulary uses up working memory
capacity. Pre-learning vocabulary and reinforcement
helps to transfer these words to long-term memory.

7

Use routines to establish learning behaviours. The
working memory load of an activity can be reduced if
some of the task is routine for that lesson. Having visual
reminders listing these lesson ‘rules’ can also help.

8

Teach awareness of successful learning strategies.
Ask children how they were successful when they
complete tasks. What helped them succeed? How could
they apply these strategies to other tasks and activities?

9

Actively teach memory rehearsal strategies.
• Mnemonics
• Concept maps and word webs
• Repeating important information in their heads
• Writing down notes and creating lists

10

Use multi-sensory approaches.
• Opportunity to hear, see and do
• Concrete examples to support explanations such
as artefacts, pictures and video
• Apparatus to anchor maths & science concepts
etc.

